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ABSTRACT 
There is a long history of using traditional Chinese medicine in the treatment of liver cancer and other malign- 
nancies. The classification of Qi stagnation and blood stasis (QSBS) is the most common Zheng in liver cancer. 
This Zheng is frequently encountered in liver cancers falling into the pathological category of massive type. 
QSBS is the principal mechanism for a tumor to develop. Liver cancer with QSBS Zheng has characteristic 
clinical manifestations. Evidence from ex vivo, in vivo and clinical studies has been reported for the identification 
and management of liver cancer with QSBS Zheng. This article reviews evidence-based study advances of QSBS 
Zheng, the most common Zheng encountered in liver cancer. 
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1. Introduction 
Liver cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer death 
worldwide [1]. Several therapeutic modalities have been 
used for its management [2], but satisfactory results are 
infrequently obtained [3]. Therefore, development of 
new treatment strategies is urgently needed for this high-
ly complex disease which is unique in several aspects [4]. 
Comprehensive, multidisciplinary approaches are searched 
for improving survival rates of patients with liver cancer 
[5]. Complementary and alternative medicines are ac- 
tively sought for this purpose [6], among them, tradition-
al Chinese medicine (TCM) is well known for its long 
history of application in both treatable and incurable dis- 
eases in Asia and the West. Some TCM therapy based on 
evidence has been reported yielding unexpectedly good 
results in treatment of liver cancer [7]. 

Primary liver cancer falls into such disease categories 
in TCM as “Zhengjia” (mass obstruction in the abdomen), 
“accumulation”, “distention”, “mass in the liver”, “Fu 
liang” (amassment), and “jaundice” [8]. TCM practition-

ers think highly of Zheng Hou in their clinical practices. 
Zheng denotes evidence and Hou implies clinical ma- 
nifestations [9]. Identification, differentiation and clari- 
fication of a certain Zheng (also known as syndrome) are 
essential for making a decision of treatment in TCM. A 
TCM Zheng is in dynamic change caused by multiple 
correlative factors [10]. It is the highly condensed sum- 
ming-up of the etiology, nature, location and tendency of 
a certain disease at a particular stage [11], and indicates 
the essence of the disease to some extent as the basis of 
clinical management [12]. According to a modern nomi- 
nation system, the name of a TCM Zheng (or syndrome 
pattern) consists of two or more syndrome elements (or 
factors) which fall into two categories: the nature, and 
the location of the disease [13]. For example, the Zheng 
of “heart-liver blood deficiency” is constituted by loca- 
tion elements the heart and the liver, and disease nature 
element blood deficiency [14]. The main Zheng classifi- 
cations of liver cancer include blood stasis Zheng, Qi 
stagnation Zheng, Qi deficiency Zheng, Yin deficiency 
Zheng, blood deficiency Zheng, Yang deficiency Zheng, 
excess-heat Zheng, and fluid-dampness Zheng [15]. This *Corresponding author. 
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article reviews evidence-based study advances of QSBS 
Zheng, the most common Zheng encountered in liver 
cancer. 

2. TCM Characteristics of Liver Cancer with 
QSBS Zheng 

Clinical manifestations of liver cancer with QSBS Zheng 
include painful abdominal mass which is immovable and 
often soft not firm, wasting and dark face, margin of the 
tongue looking dark-purple and dotted, thin and white or 
yellowish tongue-coat [16], unsmooth pulse or taut and 
thready pulse [17]. These symptoms and signs are fre- 
quently correlated to QSBS Zheng. For example, consti- 
pation, a common problem in advanced cancer patients, 
can be an excessive Zheng and characterized by patho- 
logical accumulation of qi. Thus constipation is often 
classified as with qi stagnation Zheng. One study ana-
lyzed data of 225 advanced cancer patients with con- 
stipation and demonstrated that 40.0% of them (90 pa- 
tients) were classified as with qi stagnation Zheng mani- 
fested by one or more dominant symptoms and signs 
such as dry mouth, tiredness, agitation, belching, ano- 
rexia, pale red tongue, and fine or string-like pulse [18]. 

QSBS is both the process and the consequence of a 
tumor to develop which explains that this Zheng is the 
mostly encountered in liver cancer [15]. When liver can- 
cer presents as a single Zheng, it manifests most fre- 
quently as qi stagnation Zheng, and then, blood stasis 
Zheng. QSBS Zheng is the concurrent existence of both 
qi stagnation and blood stasis Zhengs. A recent study 
identified distribution features of single Zheng in 106 
patients with liver cancer before treatment and found that 
blood stasis (86.8%) and qi stagnation (56.5%) were the 
first and the second commonest Zhengs, respectively 
[15]. Asthenic healthy energy and sthenic evil is the pa- 
thogenesis of cancer development. The interaction or 
fight between healthy energy and evil runs through the 
entire process of a cancerous disease. When external evil 
goes strong, the internal healthy energy could be wea- 
kened. A recent experimental study demonstrated the 
establishment of QSBS rat model by vigorous external 
evil. When combination use of vicious stimulation in- 
cluding noise, light, electricity, tail-clamping, bondage 
and icewater-bath was applied to, all the model animals 
showed significant reduction in the blood flow velocity 
in mesenteric microcirculation and increase in the whole 
blood viscosity, the plasma viscosity and the fibrinogen 
content [19]. 

Chronic hepatitis B is believed to be one of the main 
causes for liver cancer. Recently, some investigators 
analysed plasma proteome from cases of different TCM 
Zhengs in patients with chronic hepatitis B. The results 
showed that in cases of liver-qi stagnation and spleen 

deficiency Zheng, and blood stasis into collaterals Zheng, 
level of immunoglobulin J-chains is up-regulated and 
significantly related to the certain Zheng, implying that 
level of immunoglobulin J-chains could be used as a 
novel potential biomarker for diagnosis of a certain 
Zheng in patients with chronic hepatitis B [20]. In a 
study investigating 793 patients with fatty liver disease 
which is another cause of liver cancer, liver-qi stagnation 
Zheng was determined as one of the pathogenic factors 
[21]. Another study showed that in patients having chronic 
hepatitis B, 75.0% of the cases with QSXS Zheng were 
in the early stage of cirrhosis which is significantly asso- 
ciated with liver cancer [22]. 

TCM practitioners often have controversial opinions 
about Zheng classifications and the connotation even in 
the same Zheng is decided based on their own clinical 
experiences, which makes it difficult to draw a consen- 
sual conclusion for diagnosis and decision for treatment 
[23]. Nevertheless, TCM legacy in general from several 
millennia and its modernized version are well-known 
worldwide for their healing effects. In addition, high- 
quality efficacy in its management of chronic diseases 
has proved the success in treating disease such as hepa- 
tolenticular degeneration by integrated TCM and West- 
ern medical therapies with report success rates as high as 
85% [24]. Thus a thoughtfully developed standardized 
approach is needed to include its phenomenological, 
philosophical, and methodological aspects for the com- 
prehension of the unique characteristics of TCM treat- 
ment [25]. Several diagnostic criteria for basic Zhengs of 
TCM have been published, including QSXS Zheng 
which is the most frequent in patients with primary liver 
cancer [11,13,26]. These criteria are developed by the 
collection, analysis and generalization of related medical 
literature, clinical investigation, and experts’ opinions. 
However, before they become satisfactory and practical, 
repeated clinical verification, revision and modification 
are warranted. 

Tongue inspection is an important, non-invasive, sim- 
ple, unique and valuable diagnostic method in TCM. 
Many signs are used in the discrimination of Zhengs, but 
the tongue-coating appearance is one of the major ele- 
ments [27]. One clinical control study observed the dis- 
tribution of 10 abnormal tongue signs in 104 patients 
with 7 different Zhengs. Patients in the QSBS Zheng 
group had all the 10 abnormal tongue signs [28]. The 
sign of dark blue and purple tongue presents more fre- 
quently in liver cancer patients with QSBS Zheng [16, 
29]. 

QSXS Zheng is frequently encountered in liver can- 
cers falling into the pathological category of massive 
type. According to a clinical research of 203 patients, the 
commonest manifestation in patients with liver cancer of 
qi stagnation Zheng is abdominal distention, while that of 
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blood stasis Zheng is mass in the right upper quadrant 
[30]. Table 1 shows the main TCM characteristics of 
liver cancer with QSBS Zheng. 

3. Differentiation from Liver Cancer with 
Other Zheng Classifications 

The third single Zheng by frequency of occurrence pre- 
sented in liver cancer is spleen-qi deficiency Zheng, and 
the following in turn are liver-yin deficiency, kidney-yin 
deficiency, hepatochlic hygropyrexia, and evil toxin 
predominance Zhengs [8]. As liver cancer is one of the 
most common types of cancer, it is necessary to differen- 
tiate these Zhengs from QSBS Zheng. 

Patients with spleen-qi deficiency often have de- 
creased immunity, manifested by vague pain below xy- 
phoid which can be relieved by pressing and warming 
[31], anorexia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and pale faces 
and lips [32]. Such symptoms as tiredness, fatigue, loose 
stool, and poor appetite are significantly correlated to 
cancer [33]. 

Patients with liver-yin deficiency can have flank pain, 
dryness of eyes, dizziness and tinnitus, burning sensation 
of five centers, feverish dysphoria, dry pharynx, wrig- 
gling of limbs, amenorrhea or scanty menstruation, 
stringy, thin and rapid pulse, red tongue with sparse Sali- 
va and coat [33,34]. 

Symptoms of kidney-yin deficiency Zheng fall into the 
category of “heat”. These include sore waist and knees, 
skelasthenia, vertigo and tinnitus, insomnia and dreami- 
ness, postcoital protrusion or impotence or nocturnal 
emission in man, hypomenorrhea or menostasis even 
uterine bleeding in woman, emaciation, feverish night 
sweating, burning sensation of five centers, dry pharynx 
and red cheeks, juvenile leukotrichia, somniloquence and 
bruxism, frequency of micturition, dark yellow urine, dry 
stool, red tongue with sparse saliva, rapid and thready 
pulse [33,35,36]. 

Symptoms of hepatochlic hygropyrexia Zheng include 
hypochondrium distending pain, bitter taste of mouth and 
anorexia, nausea and vomiting, abdominal distention, 
discordant stool, scanty dark urine, jaundice, alternate 
chill and fever, eczema of scrotum, swelling testes, ther- 
malgia, yellow and foul morbid leucorrhea, pruritus of 
vulva, red tongue with yellowish and greasy fur, and 
stringy, smooth and rapid pulse [17,33,35]. This Zheng 
can be confused with splenogastric hygropyrexia Zheng 

and should be differentiated carefully [37]. 
Evil toxin predominance Zheng is featured by acute 

onset of disease, feverish restlessness, yellowish skin, 
faces and sclera, hepatosplenomegaly, even obnubilation, 
convulsion, sweating, dark yellow urine, obstipation, foul 
morbid leucorrhea, purple-red tongue with yellow thick 
fur, rapid and floating pulse [17,33,38]. 

In addition, attention should be paid to the dynamic 
change of Zhengs, and to the situation that different 
Zhengs exist in the same disease and the same Zheng 
exists in different diseases. Table 2 presents the differ- 
ences to discriminate QSBS Zheng from other Zheng 
classifications of liver cancer. 

4. TCM Management of Liver Cancer with 
QSBS Zheng 

The essence of a cancerous process is that pathogen be- 
ing excessive but vital qi weak. In the treatment of cancer, 
TCM plays its role in driving away evil pathogen and 
supporting body resistance, i.e., vital qi. Currently, 
Western oncology has an integrated model to function. 
The conventional methods are taken as the mainstream, 
and TCM is accepted as one complementary and alterna- 
tive method, including its therapeutic interventions [39]. 
Synergistic therapeutic effects can be attained by inte- 
grating conventional methods and TCM. For treatment of 
liver cancer, several mainstream modalities are practiced 
at the present, including surgery, local ablation, and 
chemoembolization [40,41]. Transcatheter arterial che- 
moembolization (TACE) is the most widely used main- 
stream method for liver cancer and is considered the gold 
standard for treating intermediate-stage hepatocellular 
carcinoma because of its survival benefit which can be 
improved by the combining use of TCM method [42,43]. 
We have participated in a study through a meta-analysis 
of 37 randomized controlled trials involving 2653 liver 
cancer patients to compare the efficacy and safety of 
TACE integrating TCM with that of TACE alone. The 
results showed that TACE integrating TCM improved 
patient survival, quality of life, alleviation of symptoms, 
and tumor response, and was thus more the- rapeutically 
beneficial than TACE alone [44]. Another systematic 
review and meta-analysis included 45 randomized con- 
trolled trials involving 3236 liver cancer patients found 
compelling evidence of a role for TCM in liver cancer 
[45]. Although consistent effects of TCM were reported  

 
Table 1. Characteristics of liver cancer with QSBS Zheng. 

Description Characteristics 

Palpable abdominal mass Painful, immovable, soft 

TCM inspection Wasting and dark face, dark-purple and dotted margin of tongue, thin and white or yellowish tongue-coat 

Pulse-feeling  Unsmooth or taut and thready 
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Table 2. Differentiation from other Zheng classifications of liver cancer. 

Zheng classification Characteristics for differentiation 

Qi stagnation Zheng Abdominal distention, eructation, mobile gas pains, string pulse, normal tongue sign 

Blood stasis Zheng 
Immovable mass in the right upper quadrant, fixed unpressable sharp pain, melena, dark complexion,  
scaly skin, violet oral lips and onyx, subcutaneous peliona, spider nevi, varicosity of abdominal wall,  
menostasis, dark purple tongue, unsmooth thin pulse 

Spleen-qi deficiency Zheng Vague pain below xyphoid, tiredness, fatigue, loose stool, and poor appetite 

Liver-yin deficiency 
Flank pain, dryness of eyes, dizziness and tinnitus, burning sensation of five centers, feverish dysphoria,  
dry pharynx, wriggling of limbs, amenorrhea or scanty menstruation, stringy, thin and rapid pulse,  
red tongue with sparse saliva and coat 

Kidney-yin deficiency 

Sore waist and knees, skelasthenia, vertigo and tinnitus, insomnia and dreaminess, postcoital protrusion  
or impotence or nocturnal emission in man, hypomenorrhea or menostasis even uterine bleeding in woman,  
emaciation, feverish night sweating, burning sensation of five centers, dry pharynx and red cheeks, juvenile  
leukotrichia, somniloquence and bruxism, frequency of micturition, dark yellow urine, dry stool, red tongue  
with sparse saliva, rapid and thready pulse 

Hepatochlic hygropyrexia 
Zheng 

Hypochondrium distending pain, bitter taste of mouth and anorexia, nausea and vomiting, abdominal distention,  
discordant stool, scanty dark urine, jaundice, alternate chill and fever, eczema of scrotum, swelling testes,  
thermalgia, yellow and foul morbid leucorrhea, pruritus of vulva, red tongue with yellowish and greasy fur, and  
stringy, smooth and rapid pulse 

Evil toxin predominance 
Zheng 

Acute onset of disease, feverish restlessness, yellowish skin, faces and sclera, hepatosplenomegaly, even  
obnubilation, convulsion, sweating, dark yellow urine, obstipation, foul morbid leucorrhea, purple-red  
tongue with yellow thick fur, rapid and floating pulse 

 
when combined with TACE versus TACE alone, public- 
cation bias and low quality of trial may exist, favoring 
positive reports. Hence, further large-scale well-con- 
ducted trials are warranted and should be conducted in 
Western settings of double blind, placebo controlled tri- 
als. 

The correlation between qi and blood can be summa- 
rized as that “qi commands blood, while blood fertilizes 
qi”. Based on the main Zheng classifications of liver 
cancer as described above, we should pay attention to 
regulating qi, replenishing qi, removing blood stasis, and 
clearing heat for treating liver cancer patients [19,28]. A 
clinical study of 106 patients with liver cancer revealed 
that before TACE blood stasis Zheng and qi stagnation 
Zheng were predominant. However, after TACE blood 
stasis Zheng and qi deficiency Zheng became predomi- 
nant, while the percentage of qi stagnation Zheng de- 
creased and that of excess-heat Zheng, qi deficiency 
Zheng, blood deficiency Zheng, and yang deficiency 
Zheng increased [15]. The results of this study suggest 
that we should mind blood stasis Zheng and removing 
stasis both before and after TACE. And after TACE, 
other Zhengs form QSXS Zheng should be paid attention 
to, by actual observation of the dynamic change of 
Zhengs. 

The method of promoting blood circulation and re- 
moving blood stasis has been proposed as a therapeutic 
approach for patients with liver cancer, especially those 
with QSBS Zheng. Blood stasis can promote tumor 
growth and angiogenesis which can be antogonized with 
TCM treatment in vitro and in vivo [46]. Ex vivo study 

indicated that TCM treatment by promoting blood circu- 
lation and removing blood stasis down-regulates corre- 
lated cancer genes in rats with liver cancer [47]. In clini- 
cal practice, several decoctions with this function have 
proved to improve clinical symptoms, signs and quality 
of life of patients with liver cancer [8,15]. 

However, some studies have shown evidence that the 
method of promoting blood circulation and removing 
blood stasis contributes to cancer metastasis and blood 
stasis Zheng may inhibit cancer growth and metastasis. 
This issue was supported by the fact that animals in the 
status of blood stasis have their tumors growing slowly 
and less liver metastasis [48]. So the method of promot- 
ing blood circulation and removing blood stasis must be 
used with caution and multiple factors should be consi- 
dered. 

Two decoctions Ge-Xia-Zhu-Yu-Tang and Xue-Fu- 
Zhu-Yu-Tang, which were proposed in a book called 
Correction on Errors of Medical Works from the Chin 
Dynasty, have long been used to treat liver cancer with 
QSBS Zheng [49,50]. Antitumor activities were indi- 
cated when these decoctions were applied to animals 
bearing experimental liver tumors, showing markedly 
increased the mean survival time and toxicity to tumor 
cells and inhibition of synthesis rates of DNA, RNA, and 
protein. A recent in vivo study demonstrated that Ge-Xia- 
Zhu-Yu-Tang also have both hepatoprotective and anti- 
fibrogenic effects and may be useful in preventing the 
development of hepatic fibrosis [51]. 

Another decoction San-Huang-Xie-Xin-Tang has also 
been widely used for liver disease including liver fibrosis 
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and cirrhosis, with hepatoprotective potency by its an- 
ti-inflammation and anti-toxicity effects, and with anti- 
tumor potency by its anti-proliferative effect [52]. Evi- 
dence of ex vivo study showed that this decoction can 
activate the most common antitumor gene p53 in liver 
cancer cell Hep G2 [53]. 

Evidence should be gained of the effects for each of 
the mostly used herbs, couple herbs, group of herbs, and 
formula in prescriptions treating liver cancer with QSBS 
Zheng [54,55]. Herbs which are most frequently used are 
those for replenishing qi and resolving stagnation, acti- 
vating blood circulation to remove blood stasis, remov- 
ing toxic materials to inhibit tumor growth, and invigo- 
rating the spleen to promote appetite. These herbs are 
mostly of neutral or cool nature, and mainly of sweet, 
bitter, or pungent taste [8,56]. For example, the herb pair 
of peach seed and Radix Paeoniae Rubra is commonly 
used for blood stasis Zheng [54,57], while the group of 
Curcuma wenyujin, Akebia trifoliata and Bupleurum 
chinense is potent for qi stagnation Zheng [54,58]. 

Cupping-bloodletting therapy of Saudi Arabia is also 
indicated to the treatment of QSBS Zheng by profession- 
al practitioners of acupuncture and moxibustion [59]. 
Harmonious flow of qi is the basis of good health. Acu- 
puncture focuses on restoring qi by manipulation of the 
complementary and opposing elements of yin and yang 
into harmony, the ultimate aim in TCM concept of well- 
being [60,61]. Evidence for efficacy in liver cancer with 
QSBS Zheng can likewise be excavated in ethnomedi- 
cines, and other traditional medicine such as Ayurveda 
and Unani medicine for their characteristic herbal prepa- 
rations [62,63]. 

In TCM ideology, physical and mental health is as- 
sumed to be determined by the ever-changing but har- 
monious balance between external and internal forces. 
Following the prognosis of a disease, TCM practitioners 
pay special attention to experiences which are superior in 
treatments before sick described in Huang Di Nei Jing 
(Inner Canon). This is somewhat like chemoprevention, 
because we can identify QSXS Zheng at the stage of he- 
patitis virus infection or cirrhosis. Therefore, the man- 
agement of liver cancer with prescriptions for QSXS 
Zheng should start as early as treating patients who suffer 
hepatitis virus infection or cirrhosis and are classified as 
with QSXS Zheng. 

5. Conclusion 
It is acknowledged that many of TCM treatments have 
enormous potential and could have more extensive uses, 
including those for liver cancer with QSXS Zheng. 
QSBS is the principal mechanism for a tumor to develop, 
and is both the process and consequence of a tumor in 
growth. Evidence supports this view with the phenome- 
non that coagulation factors and fibrinogen increase in 

most patients with cancer. QSBS is the most common 
Zheng in liver cancer. Blood stasis could be a protective 
tool of the host to confine the tumor and inhibit metasta- 
sis. So the method of promoting blood circulation and 
removing stasis must be used with discretion. Current 
single herbs, herb pairs, groups and combinations need to 
be examined one after another for the treatment of liver 
cancer with QSBS Zheng. The authors have to continue 
searching for single herbs, herb pairs, groups and com- 
binations for the treatment of liver cancer with QSBS 
Zheng. Further large-scale well-conducted trials are war- 
ranted and should be conducted in western settings of 
double blind, placebo controlled trials to establish the 
most appropriate prescriptions for liver cancer with 
QSBS Zheng. 
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